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1. Overview
Natural proteins possess a wide variety of selective functionalities, including folding, self-
assembly, catalysis and molecular recognition. Since the folded state of a protein is in most
cases dictated by the sequence of amino acids, structure can potentially be specified through
the careful selection of sequence. Nature leverages the physicochemical properties of the
amino acids to arrive at highly functional sequences that spontaneously fold, where
structural and functional properties are tuned during the course of evolution. Well-structured
proteins may also be realized via the careful design of sequences. This can be nontrivial.
Proteins are large, comprising tens to thousands of amino acid monomers, and possess many
backbone and side-chain degrees of freedom. As a result the configurational state space for
proteins is large, even if the backbone tertiary structure is predetermined. The stabilizing
interactions that guide the protein to its native state are largely noncovalent, and quantitative
estimates of stability with respect to unfolding can be difficult to infer. In addition, the large
number of possible sequences leads to a further combinatorial complexity in protein design:
for a modestly sized protein of only 100 amino acids, more than 10130 sequences are
possible if only the 20 naturally occurring amino acids are used. Nonetheless, theoretical
methods have made accessible the design and study of new proteins and protein-based
assemblies. Most such methods begin with a target structure, which can be a naturally
occurring computationally modeled. A physically motivated objective function that
quantifies consistency of the sequences with the target structure is optimized so as to
identify individual sequences or the properties of the ensemble of sequences consistent with
the target structure and any desired functional properties. Algorithmic techniques for
identifying low-energy sequences include dead-end elimination, Monte Carlo simulated
annealing, genetic algorithms, and optimization theory approaches [1–4]. In addition,
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probabilistic methods characterize the ensemble of designed sequences and may use
statistical thermodynamic self-consistent field techniques or Monte Carlo sampling of
sequences to estimate the site-specific probabilities of the amino acids at monomer sites
targeted for variation [5,6]. Computational protein design may be used to better understand
protein folding, to facilitate the study of natural proteins, to enhance or redirect the
functionality of natural proteins, and to develop novel nonbiological protein-based
molecular systems.
Herein we survey recent applications of computational methods for the design and
engineering of proteins, focusing largely on cases where the resulting proteins have been
experimentally realized. Many recent efforts have involved protein redesign, where a known
protein is re-engineered so as to augment stability and functionality. In addition to protein
redesign, new protein structures (and sequences) have been computationally designed,
which may incorporate non-biological components. The engineering of new functionality
into proteins has seen recent advances, particularly with regard to catalytic activity. Here we
focus instead on larger length scale properties involving folding and assembly of proteins
and protein complexes. Membrane proteins represent an important new frontier with regard
to the design and redesign of proteins.
2. Protein re-engineering
The activation domain of human procarboxypeptidase A2 has been redesigned, resulting in a
variant with 68% of the wild-type sequence mutated. The redesigned protein is over 10 kcal/
mol more stable than the wild-type protein, and the high-resolution crystal structure and
solution NMR structures are effectively superimposable with the computational template
[7•].
The entire sequence of a 51 amino acid residue protein, an engrailed homeodomain, has
been computationally redesigned [8]. Two sequences were selected for experimental
characterization that had only 22% and 24% sequence identity with the wild type. Both
proteins were considerably more stable than the naturally occurring protein, having thermal
denaturation temperatures greater than 99 °C. The solution structure as determined using
NMR spectroscopy closely matches that of the original design template.
There are relatively few examples of designed beta sheet proteins [9], and as a result it is of
interest to further explore these structures as design targets. A naturally occurring beta sheet
protein, tenascin, has been redesigned using an algorithm that does not include explicit
negative design, i.e., the explicit consideration of competing low-energy tertiary structures
in the design process [10•]. The resulting proteins are more stable than the wild type. The
crystallographic structure of one closely matches the structure of the computationally
generated model. Though nature may have partially solved the problem in selecting for a
structure such that alternate competing structures are less likely to be populated, the results
suggest that explicit negative design may not be necessary to arrive at well-folded beta
proteins.
Specificity of interactions as well as structure has been studied with the aid of computational
protein design. A scheme for computationally designing specificity into protein interactions
has been developed and used to identify partners for basic-region leucine zipper (bZIP)
transcription factors [11•]. With the aid of experimental studies using protein microarrays,
many of the designed peptide ligands, including those that bind important oncoproteins,
were found to be selective for their intended targets. The results suggest that bZIPs have
sparsely sampled the range of possible interactions. The computational method may yield
routes to explore the interplay between stability and specificity in these systems using
protein design.
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Computational protein design may also be used to design libraries of sequences. This has
been illustrated in a study comparing different methods of generating combinatorial libraries
of green fluorescent protein variants [12]. The fraction of fluorescent, functional proteins
was largest for the library designed using a structure-based computational method. A trend
was observed toward greater diversity of color in designed libraries that maintained
fluorescence. In contrast to many other methods for generating libraries, with structure-
based computational methods function was preserved even as mutation level increased
among the libraries.
Lipid transfer proteins bind and transfer lipids and have been re-engineered to provide a
novel biosensor. Computational protein design has been used to remove a disulfide bridge
and attach a thio-reactive fluorophore. Ligand binding likely causes a conformational
change that affects fluorescence. These variants have affinity to palmitate that is consistent
with wild type [13].
3. De novo designed proteins
In addition to redesign of existing proteins, new proteins may be realized when structure
and/or new functionality is included as part of the design. Four-helix bundle motifs can be
geometrically parameterized using a few variables that describe the global structure. Such
methods have been used to arrive at model di-iron and di-manganese proteins, which
provide useful platforms for engineering and investigating the versatile range of binding and
catalytic properties exhibited by this metalloprotein motif [14–17]. A 114-residue protein
that presents such a di-nuclear binding site has been computationally designed, and was
found to be highly stable, particularly with the metals present, despite having a large number
of ionizable groups within its interior [18]. The structure of the Zn-bound version of the
protein has been determined using a synthesis of NMR spectroscopy and structural
refinement using quantum chemical calculations, where the calculations are used to redress
structural incongruities among the model structures, especially near the dimetal site. This
resulting structure is fully consistent with the NMR spectra and in excellent agreement with
the template structure [19•] (Fig. 1).
4. Nonbiological assemblies of proteins
Computational de novo design accelerates the creation of novel protein assemblies, which
may not have analogs seen in nature and have applications as biomaterials and
electrochemical devices. The association of nonbiological cofactors and other
macromolecules with proteins opens the possibility of realizing biomolecular systems with
properties not accessible with naturally occurring amino acids or with biological cofactors.
For sufficiently complex cofactors it may not be possible to find appropriate scaffolds
among natural protein structures and as a result, novel structures must also be created.
Computational design has been applied to arrive at a protein framework that encapsulates a
synthetic cofactor [20], yielding a computationally designed protein that selectively binds a
nonbiological cofactor, a diphenyl iron porphyrin (DPP-Fe). This design strategy has been
elaborated to realize modular metalloporphyrin peptide arrays of varying lengths [21•]. The
two-metalloporphyrin array has been extended into to a four-metalloporphyrin array
consistent with a coiled-coil repeat unit. Experimental studies of these elongated proteins
reveal the targeted cofactor-binding stoichiometry and cofactor specificity. This work
illustrates how the computational design may be used to create extended linear assemblies of
organized electronically and optically active cofactors. Many nonbiological cofactors of
interest may be asymmetric, and as a result moving to protein scaffolds that are not
symmetric is desirable. One route to the realization of protein structures that present
interiors complementary to asymmetric scaffolds is through the computational design of
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single-chain four-helix bundles. Such proteins may be genetically over-expressed and
noncovalently self-assembled with fully synthetic non-natural porphyrin cofactors.
Experimental characterization of such a computationally designed protein is consistent with
high specificity of binding to the desired cofactors and a well-structured protein [22•]. This
designed protein presents an example of a scaffold that may be used to explore asymmetric
mutations to enable a variety of properties, including surface-immobilization and selective
binding of different cofactors and chromophores. Designed amphipathic helical bundle
proteins binding similar cofactors are capable of self-ordering at aqueous interfaces,
conferring vectorial orientation to the bundles and contained cofactors [23,24] (Fig. 3).
5. Multimeric protein assemblies
In addition to individual proteins and helix bundles, there has been much recent interest in
multimeric assemblies of proteins. Computational studies of protein structure and iterative
design have revealed that a bias toward low-energy complexes can result in symmetric
assemblies of proteins from random ensembles in which symmetric complexes are
essentially absent initially [25].
Protein–protein interactions have also recently been subjects of computational protein
design. Structure-based computational design has yielded tetrapeptides that efficiently
depolymerize serine-protease inhibitor (serpin) fibrils, which have been associated with
maladies such as cirrhosis and emphysema [26]. The study reveals how small, designed
peptides may be used to modulate the polymerization/depolymerization of fibrillar
aggregates and provide evidence that peptide-induced depolymerization takes place via a
heterogeneous, multi-step process that begins with the internal fragmentation of the fibrils.
One designed tetrapeptide is the most potent antitrypsin depolymerizer yet identified.
Protein dimers have been generated from monomeric proteins using computational protein
docking and sequence design. A docking algorithm was used to generate a dimeric model of
the a1 domain of streptococcal protein G. Computational design of 24/56 residues yielded a
heterodimer comparing subunits with eight and twelve mutations relative to wild type. The
dimer is weakly bound (0.3 mM dissociation constant), but for one of the designed proteins,
NMR spectral changes observed in the presence of its binding partner suggest specific dimer
formation [27].
Proteins having complex quaternary structures have also been subjects of design. The
symmetry of some large protein assemblies may be leveraged to address large numbers of
simultaneous mutations. The DNA protection protein Dps is a dodecameric structure having
a 4.5 nm diameter interior cavity. This cavity has been computationally redesigned by
varying up to 120 sites (10 per protein subunit) to confer a large hydrophobic interior
surface, illustrating the versatility of ferritin scaffolds for engineering proteins containing
large cavities and having potential applications as nanoscale containers [28].
Computational design has also been applied to other ferritin proteins with applications to
nanotechnology. Human H ferritin forms an assembly with 24 four-helix bundle subunits
having an 8 nm diameter cavity. This system has been redesigned to confer noble metal ion
(Au3+, Ag+) binding, reduction, and nanoparticle formation within the cavity [29•]. Binding
to these metals is mediated largely by exposed thiol groups introduced (via cysteine
mutations) to the interior surface of the cavity. A variant with histidines removed from the
exterior surface and 96 non-native cysteines added to the interior surface retained wild-type
stability and structure, as confirmed by X-ray crystallography and spectroscopic studies.
This designed variant promoted the formation of silver and gold metal nanoparticles within
the protein cavity (Fig. 2).
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6. Membrane proteins
Membrane-associated proteins control the structure and function of biological membranes.
The design of novel membrane proteins has applications toward better understanding natural
membranes and membrane proteins, controlling the activity of membrane-associated
biomolecular processes, and developing molecular agents for controlling the structure and
function of nonbiological membrane structures, e.g., vesicles and bilayers. Membrane
proteins are essential to a variety of cellular processes and as a result are targets of a large
number of drugs and therapeutics. Many of these proteins span the membrane and have large
numbers of exterior hydrophobic residues that maintain structure and registry in the
membrane bilayer; as a result, these proteins are typically aggregation prone and are difficult
to obtain and purify using standard solution phase methods. Most efforts involving
biophysical studies of membrane proteins involve the aqueous dispersion of membrane
proteins, usually using detergents, lipids, auxiliary proteins, and reconstitution, e.g., so as to
obtain diffraction-quality crystals or solubilized proteins suitable for NMR studies.
Obtaining such solubilizing conditions for biophysical and structural studies remains subtle
and time intensive.
Using computational design, water-soluble variants of integral membrane proteins have been
designed, potentially facilitating studies of their structures and functions. Recently the
solution structure of a computationally designed water-soluble variant of the bacterial
potassium ion channel KcsA has been determined [30,31•]. The structure is in striking
agreement with the tertiary and quaternary structure of the membrane-soluble wild-type
structure. These findings highlight the promise of developing water-soluble variants of
membrane proteins—for biophysical studies and for therapeutic development—using
computational redesign of sequence (Fig. 4).
Computational protein design has been used to test and refine models of G-protein coupled
receptors, where the effects of mutations on oligomerization state are compared with
mutagenesis studies and are used to confirm atomistic models of these important receptors
[32].
Proteins have been created that modulate the activity of membrane proteins. Membrane
spanning peptides have been computationally designed that target transmembrane helices of
integrins in a sequence specific manner. The designed peptides are able to discriminate
transmembrane helices of two closely related integrins (alpha(IIb)beta(3) and
alpha(v)beta(3)), where the specificity is realized via complementary peptide–helix steric
interactions [33•]. This approach has been extended to address direct interactions of a
designed anti-RIIb peptide with isolated full-length integrin RIIb in detergent micelles. The
properties of the designed peptides in phospholipid bilayers are essentially identical with
those in detergent micelles. The peptides take on a transmembrane alpha-helical
conformation that does not disrupt the bilayer [34]. Proteins may also be designed to provide
controllable integrity of a bilayer. A natural alpha-helical cell-lytic peptide, mastoparan X,
has been re-engineered to bind metal cations. Binding of Zn(II) or Ni(II) stabilizes the
peptide’s amphiphilic structure that leads to the lysis of cells and vesicles [35].
7. Outlook
Recent achievements in computational protein design provide examples of how designed
proteins can be crafted to exhibit targeted structures, properties, and new functionalities.
Mutagenesis is a central tool for facilitating the study of proteins and for investigating
protein structure and function; protein design stands to make such mutation-based studies
more informative and effective. Natural proteins can be redesigned so as to confer new
functionalities, including how to modulate and control the properties of vesicles,
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membranes, and interfaces. The design of proteins that mimic the efficiency and specificity
of natural proteins is likely to remain challenging, but based on recent successes, a synthesis
of computational design and experimental studies is likely to yield important advances in the
identification of novel proteins and in furthering our understanding of nature’s proteins.
Lastly, incorporating nonbiological components, e.g., nonbiological amino acids and
cofactors, will yield protein systems poised to present new functions that have not
previously been accessible.
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Fig. 1.
Superposition of the computational model used to design the single-chain di-nuclear
metalloprotein DFsc (red) [18] and the experimentally determined structure obtained using
NMR spectroscopy with QM/MM refinement (blue) [19•].
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Fig. 2.
Redesigned interior of human ferritin [29•]. Sulfur atoms of cysteines are rendered in
yellow. The parent wild type has no cysteines on the interior surface. Eight of the twenty-
four subunits have been deleted to expose the interior.
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Fig. 3.
Proteins designed to accommodate nonbiological cofactors (diphenyl iron porphyrins). (a)
Single-chain protein binding two equivalents of the cofactor [22•]. (b) Homotetrameric
alpha-helical bundle that presents a linear array of the nonbiological cofactors [21•].
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Fig. 4.
Superposition of the model structure of water-soluble variant of the transmembrane portion
of the bacterial potassium ion channel KcsA (red) [30] and its experimentally determined
structure (blue) (pdb accession code: 1K4E) [31•].
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